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For more than a decade, the worlds oceans have been home to Michael and Sarah Stone--and the only Home
their eleven-year-old daughter Ronnie has ever known. Doctors and idealists, the Stones have forsaken dry
land and a comfortable life to live and work aboard their thirty-eight-foot yacht Veronica--sailing to remote
and inaccessible places to offer medical aid to those in need. But somewhere in the equatorial Pacific their
shared life of freedom and purpose is shattered by a bizarre and terrifying event.

A gargantuan commercial vessel--a Liquid Natural Gas carrier--appears where it has no business being,
radioing a medical distress call that the Stones cannot ignore. Left behind to tend to an ailing islander on a
deserted atoll in the middle of nowhere, Michael watches as Sarah and Ronnie set off to answer the ships
call--first with curiosity, then with horror. For as he looks on helplessly, Veronica is hauled onto the deck of
the hulking metal behemoth, which then steams away with his wife and daughter aboard.

Stranded and alone--with only a primitive, damaged canoe at his disposal and no navigational equipment
except the stars--Michael Stone must now do the impossible. He must find and rescue his kidnapped family,
lost somewhere on the vast and merciless ocean--a mission that leads him through deadly winter gales and
turbulent tides to the teeming cities of the Far East, where determined killers await his arrival. . .cold-
blooded assassins who inexplicably know hes coming. Meanwhile, on board an enormous, seagoing prison,
Sarah and Ronnie must somehow struggle to survive the cruel whims of their captor, Mr. Jack--a powerful,
enigmatic and obsessed madman who is planning a massive act of revenge.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Riggio:

Do you considered one of people who can't read pleasant if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys that aren't like that. This Fire and Ice book is readable through you who hate the perfect word style.
You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving also
decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer regarding Fire and Ice content conveys objective
easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it just
different in the form of it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Fire and Ice is not loveable to be your top record
reading book?

Betty Guinn:

The actual book Fire and Ice will bring one to the new experience of reading a book. The author style to
elucidate the idea is very unique. In the event you try to find new book you just read, this book very suited to
you. The book Fire and Ice is much recommended to you to study. You can also get the e-book through the
official web site, so you can easier to read the book.

Michael Gage:

A lot of people always spent their very own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them family
or their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they free time just watching TV, or even playing
video games all day long. If you want to try to find a new activity here is look different you can read a new
book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book that you just read you can spent all day long to
reading a book. The book Fire and Ice it is very good to read. There are a lot of individuals who
recommended this book. They were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not have enough space to
deliver this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore easily to read this book through your smart phone.
The price is not too costly but this book possesses high quality.

Lawrence Pomerleau:

Why? Because this Fire and Ice is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to snap
the item but latter it will distress you with the secret it inside. Reading this book alongside it was fantastic
author who have write the book in such wonderful way makes the content within easier to understand,
entertaining means but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having
this any more or you going to regret it. This amazing book will give you a lot of positive aspects than the
other book possess such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking technique. So , still want to
postpone having that book? If I had been you I will go to the book store hurriedly.
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